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Abstract—The work includes a brief overview of the new 
trends in the network models, review their weakness as well as 
the description of the new improved model. It is important to 
note that the results provided by the model are close as possible to 
the actual distribution. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Social networks are an essential part of a today life. People 

use them to communicate with friends and family, companies 
use them to interact with employees, potential and existing 
customers. Social networks are used to advertise products and 
services, to promote ideas, to post news etc. The one of an 
efficient way to spread information among a huge number of 
people is make an announcement in a social network. 
Sometimes this way is even better than mass media. Due to an 
easy and rapid spread of information through social networks, 
unwanted information can spread. To stop the further spread it 
is important to find users who deal with the information.  
Thus, understanding the principles of information 
dissemination is necessary regardless of the objectives [1]. 

Scientists from different fields such that sociology, 
economics, marketing, physics and other, are interested in the 
mechanisms of dissemination of ideas and opinions in social 
groups. The existing works can be categorized into two 
groups: static and dynamic analysis. The first category focuses 
on the changing state of social networks in time using a variety 
of mathematical models [2]-[7]. The second category focuses 
on the stability of the network [8]. That means the model does 
not allow to connect new users or delete existing ones. This 
article refers to the second category. The most detailed 
overview of the existing models of the impact of the 
dissemination of information on social networks and their 
applicability is presented in work. 

In a paper [11] a threshold distribution model, a weighted 
cascade model and a independent cascade model were 
discussed in detail, and different algorithms of distributing 
information on the threshold and cascade models were 
compared. In a paper [12] a model of information 
dissemination in social network Twitter was developed and 
tested. This article provides a great idea to increase and correct 
a linear distribution model that the authors used in this paper. 

The proposed model shows the dynamics of the 
distribution of users by analyzing their interactions, behavior 
and properties of information. The most popular models of  
 

information dissemination in a stable network and their 
weaknesses are reviewed in the second part of this paper. The 
third part describes the proposed model and the constructions 
principles. The results are provided in the fourth section. 
Finally, fifth part infers the effectiveness of the developed 
model. 

This project aimed at an effective model of the spread of 
information in social networks. That means data about 
information dissemination are most close to the real 
distribution. To achieve this goal we analyze existing models, 
identify their advantages and disadvantages, develop a new 
model and perform experiments to evaluate its effectiveness. 

A social network can be modeled as a  directed graph 
G=(V, ), where V={v1,v2,…,vn} – a vertex set of the graph,  
and   ={ 1, 2,…, m} – a set of edges of the graph.  The set of 
vertex is set of users in social network,  and the set of edges of 
the graph is array of binary values, which show user’s 
subscriptions to other users. We say that user who reposted an 
investigated announcement has active state. Otherwise, the 
user has an inactive state. Impact influence is an ability to 
affect the desire to repost from another vertex. 

II. ADVANTAGES OF INVENTED MODELS 
At the moment widespread models are threshold models, 

independent cascades models, infection models and models 
based on cellular automata. 

In the threshold model, the only possible transition from 
active to inactive condition. Each node is influenced by each of 
active neighbor and it is activated if the condition (1) is true. 

(1) 

where i — the analyzing node, j — the neighboring node, wij 
— the influence of active neighboring node on analyzing node,  
fi — the threshold number for the analyzing node. 

Thus, if the total effect of neighbors of the considered node 
is more than its threshold value, it will become in active state. 

The principle of model cascades is that when the node 
becomes active, it gets a chance to activate each of its 
neighbors with some probability. A node becomes active if the 
condition (2) is true. 
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(2) 

Each of the neighboring active node into the queue tries to 
activate the considered node. 

In models of infection there is analogy with the epidemic 
[9]. Initially, some nodes are in the active state. Each node 
which converted into the active state remains infectious for a 
fixed number of steps t. At each step t all infected nodes with a 
certain probability infect susceptible neighbors. After t steps the 
node is not contagious and not receptive to information. 

In models based on cellular automata nodes can be linked 
by strong or weak link. Node can activate by the influence of 
their neighbors or external environment. The influence at 
strong  links is more than influence at weak links. There is 
condition (2) of activating nodes. 

(3) 

where w – the probability of influence at a strong connection, 

s – the probability of influence at a weak connection,  – the 
probability of influence at external environment, j — the 
number of vertices associated with vertex by strong 
connectivity, m — the number of vertices associated with 
vertex by weak connectivity. 

The described models have several disadvantages. Next it 
will be discussed in detail. 

First, the degree of influence of each vertex are different 
and depend on many factors in real life. In existing models the 
degree of influence for all vertices is set the same or on 
probability distribution. In the developed model for each vertex 
the degree of influence is calculated individually and is based 
on a quantitative measure of the activity of neighbor in relation 
to the user. 

Second, the probability of further spread depends on the 
relevance of this information. Relevance of information trends 
to reduce over time. The probability of spreading old news is 
less than the probability of spreading of recent news. 

Thirdly, it is necessary to consider activity of the user in the 
social network. Some users never have been active in social 
networks, and therefore the probability diffusion by them is  
low. 

III. MODEL 
Authors chose social network “Vkontakte” for developing 

and testing model. In this network users can post different 
news. If other users like this information, they can put a mark 
“like” on the news. If users want to share this news with some 
people, they can put a mark “repost” on the news, then their 
friends will see this news. 

Based on these disadvantages new model was developed. 
According to the developed model vertex i which connected 
with j active neighbors at time t activates if the condition (4) 
execute. 

(4) 

where Dij – the influence of the neighbor j to the node i, Ai – 
the activity of the vertex i, Lt – the relevance of the information 
at time t. 

The coefficient D is calculated according to the following 
rule (5). 

(5) 

where Likeij — the number of "likes" on node i from node j, 
Repostij — the number of "repost" on node i from node j, 
Friendsij — the number of common friends, Likei — the 
number of all "likes"  at node i, Repostj — the number of all 
"repost"  at node i, Friendsi — the number of all friends  at 
node i. 

The coefficient A is calculated according to the following 
rule (6). 

(6) 

where Repost — the number of "Repost" all adjacent to the 
vertex i. 

The coefficient L is calculated according to the following 
rule (7). 

(7) 

(8) 

Liket — the number of "likes" for news at the time t, Repostt — 
the number of "repost"  for news at the time t, PosLiket — the 
possible number of "likes" for news at the time t, PosRepostt — 
the possible number of "repost"  for news at the time t. 

When calculating the coefficients weight of each of mark 
"likes" is equal to 2, the mark "repost" is equal to 4, friend is 
equal to 1. 

IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT 
Web service was developed for checking the model 

performance. There is a possibility to select a record at any user 
of the network "VKontakte", enter the users identifier in a 
social network "VKontakte", the text of the record and the 
threshold value for nodes. The result will be a list of people 
who really put the stamp "repost" to the record, a list of people 
who made a mark "repost" according to the developed model, 
and the percentage of models correctness (the parameter that 
will show how much the actual diffusion differs from the 
diffusion of the developed model). 

For example, we selected one record from the some user. 
For anonymity of real people this user was labeled like user_1. 
Also other users, who are in this experiment, have a personal 
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alias like user_n, where n – a number from 2 to 10. The 
threshold value we chose 0,00001. After entering the required 
information, we received the data collected in the network 
"VKontakte" about people, who did a repost of this record 
(Table I), and people, who did repost in accordance with the 
principles of the model (Table II). 

TABLE I.  REAL DIFFUSION INFORMATION

People with ‘repost’
1 user_2
2 user_3
3 user_4
4 user_5
5 user_6
6 user_7
7 user_8
8 user_9

TABLE II. MODEL’S DIFFUSION INFORMATION 

People with ‘repost’
1 user_2
2 user_10
3 user_7
4 user_11
5 user_5
6 user_12
7 user_13
8 user_14
9 user_15

10 user_16
11 user_17
12 user_18

Also, the real distribution and the distribution on the basis 
of the developed model are presented in graph form (Fig.1, 
Fig.2). 

Fig. 1. Real diffusion information 

Fig. 2. Model’s  diffusion information

Main performance indicator is a percentage that displays 
how the data from table 2 differ from table 1. For computing 
indicator rule (9) is used. 

(9) 

where r – a number right guessed users, R – a number of all 
users in Table I, v – a number wrong guessed people, V - a 
number of all users in Table II. 

 For choosing news r = 3, R = 8, v = 9, V = 12. Then the 
indicator is computed as 9,3%. The threshold value was chosen 
randomly. With another threshold value  the result of the model 
and the indicator will be different. 

Thus, knowing the real diffusion of the considered record, it 
is possible to find the most effective threshold value for this 
network. In future this will allow to predict the diffusion of 
other records with greater accuracy. 

V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have developed a mathematical model of 

information diffusion in social networks. In the developed 
model it is possible to search the optimal thresholds for 
maximum efficiency. 

In the future authors plan to change a network for modeling 
of diffusion information. Because network «VKontakte» has a 
lot of closed profile of users, that deteriorate a data set for 
modeling. Also in the network «VKontakte» people do not 
make a long chain of mark “repost“. Listed shortcomings of the 
network „VKontakte“ make the model less reliable. 
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